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AK882X RF POWER MONITOR 

Description: 

The AK882X series of monitors are low power 
microprocessor controlled RF power meters 
designed to detect or predict equipment failures 
by monitoring transmit power. The unit calculates 
VSWR from measured forward and reflected 
power, and generates alams if outside if user-set 
limits. The monitor can also alarm on periods of 
continuous activity (stuck-key) or on no activity, 
identifying dead transmitters. 

Setup is simple and intuitive – the monitor steps 
through each setup parameter and stores the 

desired limit value in non-volatile memory. If a limit 
is exceeded for more than a user-set delay period 
the alarm relay will be activated. Alarm delay is 
adjustable from 0.1 seconds to 10 seconds, helping 
to eliminate false alarms due to transient conditions. 
Automatic alarm reset can also be adjusted up to 
twenty-four hours, but the original cause of the 
alarm is still stored for later retrieval. 

The backlit LCD display shows forward and reflected 
power, VSWR, and monitor status. Front panel 
buttons are used to adjust setup parameters and 
clear alarms. A serial RS485 channel is available for 
remote access to all setup and status functions. 
Sample VB code is available from AKSolutions. 

 Applications:  
 Paging Systems 
 SMR/Trunked Radio Systems 
 Backup Controller 
 Failure Notification 

Features: 

>  Operates from 9-30VDC power input 

>  Installs inline to simplify mounting 

>  Bidirectional sensor automatically 
detects forward and reflected 
power, and calculates VSWR 

>  Small size – just 3.8”x3.1”x.1.2”.  
>  Very low power – less than 1W max 
>  Form-C alarm output contacts – C, 

NO and NC 
>  Backlit, easy to read LCD displays 

power, VSWR, and alarm status 
>  Simple, intuitive setup stores user-set 

limits in non-volatile memory 
>  Serial RS485 channel allows multi-

drop and remote access 

. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings: 

Power Supply Voltage 42VDC 

Power Supply Current 0.1A
Operating Temperature -20C to +70C
Storage Temperature -55C to +85C

RF Power FWD 2X Power Range* 

RF Power REFL <= FWD

Alarm Relay Current 2.0A @ 60VDC
*1KW for  –1000 models   *

Specifications: 
* 

PARAMETER MIN TYPICAL MAX UNITS NOTES 
            
Input Voltage 9   30 Volts DC   
Input Current   0.1   Amps Dependent on input voltage 
Input Power (DC)           

Relay Off   .5   Watts   
Relay On   1   Watts   

            
Operating Temparature -20   +60 DegC LCD readability limitation 
Storage Temperature -40   +85 DegC   
            
RF Power Range           

-100 Models 0   100 Watts   
-350 Models 0   350 Watts   

-1000 Models 0   1000* Watts Peak, 750W average 
RF Power Resolution           

-100 Models .025   .25 Watts Decreases at higher power levels 
-350 Models .05   .75 Watts Decreases at higher power levels 

-1000 Models .15   1.5 Watts Decreases at higher power levels 
RF Frequency Range           

AK8822- Models 406   1000 MHz   
AK8825- Models 100   325 MHz   
AK8828- Models 30   80 MHz   

VSWR Range 1.0:1   25.5:1     
Accuracy   1%     After Site Calibration 
            
Alarm Relay Current 0   1 Amp   
            
Weight   1   LB   
            
Connectors           

RF   N Type     One male, one female 
Power & Alarm   8-POS     Depluggable terminal block 

            
Current Version   7.1     Firmware & Hardware Version 
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Operation 
 
The AK882X-XXX series of RF power monitors 
combine RF power sensing, display, monitoring and
remote access into one compact package. User-set 
parameters allow a wide range of configuration
without complicated setup procedures. The
monitor requires a DC power supply and will draw
approximately 50-100mA at 12VDC. If station
power is unavailable a 12-volt transistor radio
battery eliminator or any DC source from 9-30 
volts can be used. 
 
Upon installation both forward and reflected power
must be calibrated. Connect an inline wattmeter in
series with the monitor. The calibration trimmers
are located on top of the alarm monitor. With RF
power applied, and the wattmeter set to display
forward power, adjust trim pot closest to the RF
power source (transmitter or combiner) until the
display matches the wattmeter. Set the wattmeter
to display reflected power and adjust the opposite
trimmer to match the reflected power reading. This
procedure should be performed before setting
alarm parameters. Please note that the monitor can
be installed in either direction in the RF line. The
monitor will always assume that the higher power
level is forward regardless of which way the unit is
installed. 
 

Setup 
Setting up the monitor can be accomplished either
through the front panel or remotely through the
RS485 serial port. Please note that remote
programming requires an RS485 level translator
and software on a host computer (see Section Serial
Communications). 

 

Local Setup (Data Menus) 
The data and parameter displays are arranged in a
sequential pattern: 

 
-> FWD  VSWR  REFL ;main display 
^ Alarms   ;HhLlSsKU 
^ Enable Threshold ;threshold for   
    measurement 
^ Low Pwr Lim xxx.x watts   ;low power limit 
^ High Pwr Lim xxx.x watts  ;high power 
     limit 
^ SWR Lim x.x  ;SWR limit 
^ Keyed Max xxxxx minutes ;maximum  
     keyed timer 
^ Unkey Max xxxxx minutes ;maximum  
     unkeyed timer 
^ Alm Delay x.x secs ;alarm verification delay
^ Alm Reset xx.xx  ;auto alarm  
     reset time 
^ Output Type Nx  ;alarm output  
     NO/NC 
^ Slave Address xx ;serial data address 
^ Key Time xxx.xx.xx ;transmitter key time 
^ Unkey Time xxx.xx.xx ;transmitter  
     unkey time 
<- --Defaults--  ;restore factory setups 
<- Defaults Set  ; factory setups  
    restored 
 
Each press of the SELect button will advance the
display to the next menu item, eventually returning 
to the main display. If the unit is left on a setup
display for more than five minutes without a key
press the display will automatically return to the main
display. All monitoring functions continue regardless 
of the display selection. 
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Main Display 
This shows current values for forward and reflected
power, and calculated VSWR. In order to retain the
bidirectional use of the sensor the electronics will
always assume that the greater power value is
forward, allowing the monitor to be installed in 
either direction. Forward power will appear on the
display in the left-most position, reflected power in
the right most, and VSWR in the center. All power
readings are in watts. Also, alarms are indicated on
the display by asterisks, with power-related alarms
indicated on the left and SWR alarms indicated on
the right. 
 
Alarms 
This shows current and stored alarm types. An
active low power alarm (in an alarm condition now)
is shown by a capital letter “L”, whereas a previous
low power alarm is indicated by a lower case “l”.
Similarly, high power alarms are indicated by “H” or
“h”, and SWR alarms are shown by “S” or “s”. “K” and
“U” represent Key and Unkey time limit alarms
respectively. Pressing the RESet button will clear
any active or stored alarms (if the alarm condition
still exists it will re-appear after the alarm delay). 
 
Enable Threshold 
In order to determine the keyed or unkeyed status
of the transmitter the monitor first checks to see if
any RF power is present. This function determines
the level at which the monitor can assume that the
transmitter is keyed, and when to enable VSWR and
power monitoring. 
 
Note: For all setup functions the up/down buttons
can be held down and after approximately one
second will change at a faster rate. 

Low Power Limit 
To adjust the low power alarm trip point, use the

UP and DowN buttons to change to the desired
value. Alarms will be generated whenever forward
drops below this value for a continuous period
equal to or greater than the alarm delay period (see
below). 
 
High Power Limit 
To adjust the high power alarm trip point, use the
UP and DowN buttons to change to the desired
value. Alarms will be generated whenever forward
rises above this value for a continuous period equal
to or greater than the alarm delay period (see 
below). 
 
SWR Limit 
Use the UP and DowN buttons to adjust the
maximum allowable VSWR limit. This can be from
1.1:1 to 9.9:1. 
 
Keyed Time Limit 
This sets the time, in minutes, that the transmitter
can remained keyed continuously before generating 
an alarm. Range is 0 to 9999 minutes. Setting 0
disables this alarm. 
 
Unkeyed Time Limit 
This sets the time, in minutes, that the transmitter
can remained unkeyed continuously before
generating an alarm. Range is 0 to 9999 minutes.
Setting 0 disables this alarm. 
 
Alarm Delay 
This parameter can be adjusted from 0.1 second to
10.0 seconds. Any time that the electronics detects
an alarm condition (power or VSWR) an alarm timer
begins counting down. If the alarm condition
persists continuously for the alarm delay period 
then an actual alarm will be generated and
indicated on the display and output. This can be
used to eliminate false alarms caused by noise or
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transient conditions. 
 
Alarm Reset Time 
This value determines how long the monitor will
wait after the last valid alarm detection before
automatically resetting the alarm output. This can
be set in hour increments from 0 to 255 hours.
Note that if an alarm recurs before the auto-reset 
timeout the reset delay will be restarted from that
occurrence. Auto-reset will not clear the display
alarm indicators (only the output) so that service
personnel can see what caused the alarm. 
 
Relay Type 
This defines the alarm output relay to be normally
off (NO) or normally on (NC) during a no-alarm 
condition. The output will complement if an alarm
is present. Please note that if it is set to Normally
On then the physical relay output pin operation will
be reversed. When programmed to the Normally On
state this function causes an alarm to be generated
for a DC power failure, since the relay will turn off.
 
Slave Address 
The monitor is capable of remote setup and
reporting through an RS485 serial connection. This
requires each monitor on the serial connection to
have a specific address for polling. This can be set
from 1 to 32, thus up to 32 devices can be
monitored in parallel. Please note that the serial
port baud rate is fixed at 9600/N/8/1. See Section
Serial Communications for additional information. 
 
Key Time 
Any time RF power is measured at or above the
enable threshold value (see above) the unit
assumes transmitter key and increments the key
time accumulator. This value is in
hours:minutes:seconds format. Total time
accumulation is 9999:59:59, or about 416 days. 

 
Unkey Time 
Whenever RF power is measured below the enable
threshold the unkey time accumulator is
incremented. To clear both key and unkey times
press and hold both the UP and DowN buttons
simultaneously while displaying unkey time. This
value is in hours:minutes:seconds format. Total
time accumulation is 9999:59:59, or about 416 
days. 
 
Restore Defaults 
This restores all limits and delays to their original
factory settings and clears both key and unkey
timers. To activate, press both the UP and DowN
buttons simultaneously while showing the --
Restore Defaults—display. If selected, the display
will change to “Defaults Set”. 
 
Alarm Reset 
Pressing the alarm RESet button at any time will
clear all current and stored alarms and indicators,
and de-activate the alarm output relay. If an alarm 
condition still exists the alarm will re-occur after 
the alarm delay period. 
 
Miscellaneous 
All setup values and key/unkey times are stored in
non-volatile memory so that information is 
preserved even when power is disconnected. This
data is saved whenever the SELect button is
pressed, and key/unkey timers saved every 15 
minutes during operation. To assure that the latest
key/unkey times are saved press the SELect button
once before disconnecting power. 
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Application Examples 
 

 
 
To monitor the output of a paging transmitter: 
 
Set the enable threshold to something less than the
lowest normal transmitter output power but greater
than zero. This will enable the unit for monitoring.
In some high-density sites the antenna can pick up
several watts from adjacent antennas, so the enable
threshold should be just high enough to eliminate
false key indications. 

Set the low and high power alarm limits 
 
Set the low power limit to something less than the
normal output power of a the transmitter and
above the enable threshold. If desired, setting it to
zero (or below the enable threshold) effectively
disables the low power monitoring. The high power
limit will need to be set above the highest normal
power level with the transmitter keyed. Setting it to
max will effectively disable high power alarming. 
 
Set the VSWR limit to 1.5:1 or as appropriate. 

This defines the maximum allowable SWR limit for a
properly functioning antenna.  
 

Please note: if used following a combiner, for best
IM performance the monitor should be installed
between the combiner and duplexer. Generally the
duplexer has minimal effect on the antenna
reflected power. 
 
Set the alarm delay to .5 sec or as appropriate. 

This value should be short enough to catch alarms
within a reasonable amount of time but long
enough to eliminate false alarms due to transient
conditions (key-up glitches, power ramping, etc.). 
 
Set the alarm reset interval to 24 hours or as
appropriate. 

This should be set to whatever is convenient for
automatically resetting the alarm output relay. This
interval will be extended, however, as long as an
alarm condition actively persists. 
 
Set output type to NO or as appropriate 
 
Setting normally open will make the relay turn on
during an alarm condition. In this case, the physical
NO-NC connections will be per the physical pinout
description. 
 
Set the slave address as appropriate, or ignore if
serial access is not required. 

Note: Key and Unkey times are reference only and
can only be cleared. 
 
All of this will have the effect of providing an alarm
indication if the antenna VSWR goes above the
programmed limit, or if power goes outside the
programmed limits. 
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To monitor the transmitter in a continuously keyed
microwave link: 
 
Set the enable threshold to zero. 

This will enable the AK882X for continuous
monitoring. 
 
Assuming a normal transmit power of 100 watts: 
 
Set the low power limit to 50 watts (or as desired) 
Set the high power limit to 150 watts (or as
desired) 
 
This defines the window for normal transmitter
operation. 
 
Set the VSWR limit to 1.5:1 or as appropriate. 

This defines the maximum allowable SWR limit for a
properly functioning antenna.  
 
Set the alarm delay to .1 sec or as appropriate. 

If you are trying to follow real-time conditions, set
up the minimum delay time. 
 
Set the alarm reset interval to min (0). 

Again, if this will be following real-time conditions
this will allow the output to operate in non-latched 
mode. 
 
Set output type to NC or as appropriate 
 
Setting normally closed will make the relay turn on 
during normal operation. In this case, the physical
NO-NC connections will be reversed. This allows an
alarm to be generated both for monitored limits
and for a DC power loss. 

 
Set the slave address as appropriate, or ignore if 
serial access is not required 

All of this will have the effect of holding the relay
on whenever the transmitter is keyed and operating
within the power window defined by the low and
high power limits, and the antenna system is at or 
below the allowable VSWR. If the transmitter unkeys
or otherwise drops below the low power limit, or if
it goes above the high power limit, or if the VSWR
goes above the VSWR limit, or if DC power fails, the
alarm relay will change to the alarm state. 
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Serial Communications 
 
Interface 
The power monitor is capable of remote setup and 
alarm reporting through an RS485 2-wire serial 
interface. This is not a PC compatible interface 
directly, and damage can occur if connected to a PC
serial port. It is possible to communicate wit a PC 
or other device using a RS232 to RS485 adapter. 
With an adapter it is possible to exercise the serial 
channel using Windows HyperTerminal. 
 
The RS485 channel within the monitor can be 
paralleled to connect up to 32 devices. Future 
development will bring AKSolutions standard 
equipment to provide remote access via Ethernet, 
wireless, and PSTN. 
 
The communications interface is fixed at 9600 
baud, no parity, 8 data bits, and 1 stop bit. For 
proper operation in a multi-dropped system each 
unit must be assigned a specific slave address (see 
Setup – Section 1). To connect multiple devices 
parallel the wiring from each unit (RS485+ to 
RS485+, RS485- to RS485-). An additional ground 
has been provided for connecting a shield to 
minimize noise interference. 

 
Command Format 
All monitors act as slaves only; no unit will send on 
the RS485 line unless properly (by address) 
commanded to by a master device. In general the 
command format is as follows: 
 
$aaC[m][dd...d]CS<cr>  
 
where  $ =   SOT 
  aa =   slave address 
  C =   Command 
  [m] =   command modifier 
  [dd...d] =  data 
  CS =   2 digit ascii hex  
    checksum 
  <cr> =  carriage return  
    (0x0d) 
 
To ease development the units will accept double 
question marks (“??”) in place of the calculated 
checksum. Checksum is normally the lowest 8 bits 
of a simple addition of each byte in the packet, 
sent as ascii hexadecimal. 
 
For illustration purposes address 01 is assumed in 
the following command listing: 
 

Command Definition Response Definition 
    

$01SS??<cr> Send Status (short) <LHSRKU>??<cr> 

An alarm is indicated 
by the presense of it's 
corresponding letter: 
L-Low Power, H-High 
Power,  S-SWR, R-
Relay active, K-Keyed 
time exceeded, U-
Unkeyed time 
exceeded. 

$01SL??<cr> Send Status (long) <*fffff-rrrrr-sssss-LHSR??<cr>

Where  * indicates 
keyed, fffff = forward 
power, rrrrr = reflected 
power, sssss = swr, 
LHSR same as short 
status 
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$01I??<cr> Send Info 
<xxxxx-yyyyy-kuphr-kupmn-
kupse-unkhr-unkmn-
unkse>??<cr> 

Where xxxxx = a/d 
input 0 val, yyyyy = 
a/d input 1 val, kuphr 
= key time hours, 
kupmn = key time 
minutes, kupse = key 
time seconds, unkhr = 
unkey time hours, 
unkmn = unkey time 
minutes, unkse = 
unkey time seconds 

$01T??<cr> Send Type <SA7.1??>??<cr> Monitor version 7.1 

$01DY??<cr> Restore Defaults Ack (<Y><cr>) or Nack 
(<N><cr>) success or fail 

$01KC??<cr> Clear Key timers Ack (<Y><cr>) or Nack 
(<N><cr>) success or fail 

$01AC??<cr> Clear Alarms Ack (<Y><cr>) or Nack 
(<N><cr>) success or fail 

$01PnR??<cr>** Read setup 
parameter n 

for n see separate definition 
below 

Current value of 
parameter n 

$01PnWdd…d??<cr> Write setup 
parameter n 

for n see separate definition 
below 

Repeat new value of 
parameter n 

**Parameters are read or set using the following 
definition for n: 
 
1 Relay NO (00000) or NC (00001) 
2 Threshold value (ddddd) x10 power 
3 Low Limit (ddddd) x10 power 
4 High Limit (ddddd) x10 power 
5 SWR Limit (ddddd) x10 value 
6 Alm Delay (ddddd) x10 seconds 
7 Alm Reset (ddddd) hours 
8 Model text (*write is factory use only) 
9 Description text 
a Max TX Key Time (ddddd) minutes 
b Max TX Unkey Time (ddddd) minutes 
 
Command String Examples 
 
Write new value for low power limit: 
 
Command: 
 $01T3W00250??<cr> 
Response: 
 <00250>??<cr> 

Meaning: 
Low power limit is set to 25.0 watts. 
 
Read monitor status (long): 
 
Command: 
 $01SL??<cr> 
Response: 
 <*00703-00011-00013-S>??<cr> 
Meaning:  
 Transmitter is keyed 
 Fwd Power = 70.3 watts 
 Refl power = 1.3 watts 
 SWR = 1.3:1 
 SWR alarm is active 
 
Write description text 
 
Command: 
 $01P9WUser-set text field for general 
 use??<cr> 
Response: 
 <User-set text field for general use>??<cr>
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 Dimensions & Mounting: 
*
 

PIN 1

*

 
Pin one of the terminal block is on 
the left side when viewed from the 
front. Pin functions are as follows:
 
Pin Function 
 
1 DC Power in, 9-30VDC 
2 Ground 
3 RS485+ 
4 Ground 
5 RS485- 
6 Relay NC 
7 Relay C 
8 Relay NO 
 

Ordering Info 
 
Model   Frequency  Power Range 
 
AK8822-100  406-1000 MHz 0-100W 
AK8822-350  406-1000 MHz 0-350W 
AK8822-1000 406-1000 MHz 0-1000W 
AK8825-100  100-325 MHz 0-100W 
AK8825-350  100-325 MHz 0-350W 
AK8825-1000 100-325 MHz 0-1000W 
 

Electrical:


